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Smartwatch Colmi P71 Black

Smartwatch Colmi P71 (black).
With  the  Colmi  P71  you  can  monitor  your  health  and  fitness  throughout  the  day.  The  smartwatch  features  a  large  1.9"  display  that
provides convenient access to all functions. The powerful battery provides up to 7 days of use. It offers more than 100 sports modes, and
will  allow you to take better  care of  your health -  it  monitors heart  rate,  saturation,  sleep and menstrual  cycle.  It  allows you to make
phone calls, and thanks to its IP68 protection rating, you can use it without worrying about accidental splashes. 
 
Large touchscreen display
The Colmi smartwatch is equipped with a large 1.9-inch IPS HD touchscreen display, which offers a resolution of 240 x 284p. As a result,
the image is clear and easy to read, and operation is child's play. However, it doesn't stop there! You can personalize the appearance of
the display by choosing from more than 230 available dial designs. 
 
More than 100 sports modes
Do you want to take care of your physical fitness? Or perhaps you wish to improve your performance in your favorite sport? The Colmi
smartwatch  is  an  indispensable  partner  during  your  workout!  It  offers  more  than  100  sports  modes,  so  everyone  will  find  something
suitable for themselves. Strength training, running, cycling, or maybe karate? Choose your favorite activity or try something new! The
smartwatch  also  monitors  calories  burned,  heart  rate,  distance  traveled,  number  of  steps  and  more.  Achieve  your  sports  goals  with
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Colmi!
 
Take care of your health
Colmi P71 will also help you keep an eye on your health, so you can react to worrying symptoms in a timely manner! The smartwatch
monitors your heart rate 24 hours a day, allows you to monitor your blood oxygen saturation levels, and also offers a sleep monitoring
function. This will help you better understand your habits, which will help you improve the quality of your sleep. Breathing exercises and
a menstrual calendar are also available for you to track your menstrual cycle. 
 
Stay connected to the world
With Colmi, you don't have to worry about missing an important message! When paired with your smartphone, the P71 smartwatch will
instantly notify you of all  messages and notifications from apps, including Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram. The device also allows
you to manage calls - all thanks to the built-in speaker and microphone! You can successfully use it to answer an incoming call, dial a
number from the last call log or add a number to your favorite contacts. See for yourself how easy it is! 
 
Additional facilities
That's not all the P71 smartwatch has to offer! The device offers the assistance of a smart voice assistant, so all you need is a simple
voice command to check the weather or start the music player. It's also possible to control your smartphone's camera remotely, check
the weather forecast, set alarms or even play games.
 
With comfort in mind
The smartwatch will be great for everyday use. Thanks to its lightweight design (39g), you can wear it on your wrist all day long without
worrying about discomfort. IP68 water resistance means that the watch can accompany you almost always. It is unafraid of sweat, rain or
accidental splashes. You can wear it without fear while washing dishes, working out intensively at the gym or even while walking in rainy
weather.
 
Long working time 
Going on a mountain or bicycle tour? Or are you facing a running training session? You no longer have to worry about the smartwatch
refusing to work when you need it! It features a 230 mAh long-lasting battery, which allows up to 7 days of operation on a single charge.
On the other hand, in standby mode the watch can last up to 15 days! Charging it will take you about 2 hours, and the magnetic cable
you'll find in the kit will make this task easier.
 
In the set
smartwatch
magnetic cable
user manual
	Manufacturer 
	Colmi
	Model
	P71
	Color
	Black
	Display
	1.9" IPS HD
	Resolution
	240 x 284p
	Chip
	RTL8763EWE
	Bluetooth version
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	5.1
	Range 
	10 m
	Battery
	Lithium-polymer
	Battery capacity
	230 mAh
	Operating time
	up to 7 days
	Standby time
	up to 15 days 
	Charging time
	about 2 hours
	Degree of protection
	IP68 
	Number of sport modes
	100 
	Weight
	39 g (with strap)
	Compatibility
	Android 5.1 and above, iOS 8.0 and above
	Dimensions
	45.5 x 37.9 x 11.2 mm
	Strap length
	22 mm
	Material
	ABS PC
	Strap material
	Silicone
	Application 
	Pubu Wear

Preço:

Antes: € 25.4979

Agora: € 24.00

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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